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The effect of temperature on exchange-bias properties of an antiferromagnetically coupled hard/soft
bilayer �Tb12Fe88/Gd40Fe60� is studied. In a similar manner to its cooling field dependence, a
continuous transition from a negative to a positive exchange-bias field is observed with increasing
temperature. The changes of magnetic configuration responsible for this effect are studied,
combining both magnetization and polarized neutron reflectivity measurements. The temperature is
found to enhance the exchange-bias training effect as a result of the relaxation of an interface
domain wall. The present study demonstrates that both temperature and cooling field may be used
to tune the exchange field. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2753108�

For the last 15 years, the exchange-bias effect in
antiferromagnetic/ferromagnetic �AF/FM� bilayers have
been widely studied due to its technological applications and
the specific physical mechanisms involved.1 When an
exchange-biased system is cooled below a certain tempera-
ture known as the blocking temperature �TB�, the hysteresis
loop of the FM layer is shifted toward a field HE, named the
exchange-bias field. Bilayers showing an antiferromagnetic
interfacial exchange coupling are particularly interesting
since HE shows a continuous transition from negative to
positive with increasing cooling field �Hcf�.

2,3 Recently, a
similar transition has also been observed as a function of
temperature in an AF/FM system FeZnF2/Co �Ref. 4� and in
an AF/ferrimagnetic bilayer NiCoO/GdFe.5 In both cases,
the given explanation involves a reorientation of the mag-
netic configuration inside the AF layer as the temperature
changes. However, the type of reorientation mechanism pro-
posed is quite different in the two cases. For the first one, it
was assumed that an unstable domain structure is formed in
the AF, which then relaxes. For NiCoO/GdFe, a memory
effect is proposed,6 which takes into account the evolution of
an in-plane domain wall localized in the AF. The main diffi-
culty in validating either one of these theories is that the
interface magnetic configurations in AF layers are very dif-
ficult to probe mainly because the antiferromagnetic layer
has almost no net magnetization. To go beyond this problem,
we have studied a ferrimagnetic/ferrimagnetic, hard/soft bi-
layer, namely, TbFe/GdFe, which mimics antiferromagneti-
cally coupled AF/FM systems. Such a system is a model as
its magnetic configuration is easy to probe with conventional
means. Recently, we were able to prove that during field
cooling, a partial interfacial domain wall is frozen in the
TbFe layer. The resulting exchange-bias field is then deter-
mined only by the orientation of the quenched TbFe magne-
tization at the interface, which rotates continuously from an-
tiparallel to the cooling field direction to parallel as Hcf
increases.7,8 We have used this system to study the exchange-

bias training effect. This effect is characterized by the evo-
lution of the hysteresis loop with the number of field
cycles.9,10 Using polarized neutron reflectivity �PNR�, we
demonstrated that these changes in HE are caused by irre-
versible modifications of the magnetic configuration in
TbFe.11

In this letter, we first illustrate how the exchange-bias
phenomena in TbFe/GdFe depend not only on the cooling
field or on the number of field cycles performed, but also on
temperature. We show that the variations of HE as a function
of the temperature are comparable to those observed in the
systems mentioned above. We then use both conventional
magnetization measurements and PNR to probe the changes
in the magnetic configuration. We finally demonstrate that
the temperature variations in the exchange-bias field are ex-
plained by thermally activated relaxation of an interfacial
domain wall �iDW�.

The sample used for the described experiments con-
sists of glass/Gd40Fe60 �100 nm� /Tb12Fe88 �50 nm� /Al
�4.5 nm� /Al2O3 �3.5 nm�. Due to the growth conditions,7,8

Gd40Fe60 and Tb12Fe88 are amorphous and antiferromagneti-
cally exchange coupled across their common interface. After
cooling this sample in a field Hcf from room temperature
down to different temperatures between 5 and 300 K, three
successive hysteresis loops, between +20 and −20 mT, were
recorded with a commercial SQUID magnetometer. Figure
1�a� shows the evolution of the exchange-bias field of the
first and the third loops as a function of the temperature �T�
for a cooling field of Hcf=100 mT. We note that after three
cycles no more changes were observed, regardless of the
temperature and cooling field. For both the first and the third
loops, the exchange-bias field shows a transition from nega-
tive to positive as the temperature increases. However, the
difference between HE

1 and HE
3 , i.e., the evolution of the

exchange-bias properties with the number of cycles, reveals
training effect processes. It appears that this difference be-
tween HE

1 and HE
3 increases with increasing T until HE

3

reaches the maximum value +HE
max. Figure 1�b� compares the

variations of HE
3 with T for various Hcf. Three particular be-a�Electronic mail: hauet@lpm.u-nancy.fr
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haviors are observed. For a very low cooling field, e.g.,
3 mT, HE

1 =HE
3 =−HE

max for T�TB near 250 K. For moderate
cooling fields, e.g., 50, 100, or 200 mT, an evolution of the
exchange-bias value appears from the first loop to the third
one and a continuous transition of HE

3 from negative to posi-
tive is observed as the temperature increases. In the case of
larger cooling fields, e.g., 1.0 T, HE

3 =HE
1 = +HE

max before de-
creasing to 0 mT at the blocking temperature.

PNR is ideally suited to elucidate the origin of these
peculiar behaviors as it provides a depth profile of both the
sample structure and the vector magnetization.12,13 Our ex-
periments were performed at the NG-1 reflectometer at the
NIST Center for Neutron Research.14 For these experiments,
the neutron polarization direction and the applied field were
maintained parallel, in the plane of the sample. A supermirror
polarizer and analyzer selected one of the neutron spin states
of the incident and scattered neutrons, and a pair of spin
flippers orient the neutrons parallel ��� or antiparallel ���
to the field. The four PNR coefficients R++, R−−, R+−, and R−+

were thus measured as a function of neutron wave vector Q.
The data were corrected for the polarization efficiencies,
which exceeded 96%, as well as for the instrumental back-
ground. The non-spin-flip cross sections �R++ and R−� are
sensitive to the chemical structure and the moment projec-
tion parallel to the field, whereas the spin-flip cross sections
�R+− and R−+� are sensitive to the moment projection perpen-
dicular to the field. Then, depth-dependent magnetic and
structural profiles can be deduced by fitting PNR data with a
model for the scattering length density. In the present case,
we used REFLPAK.15 Due to the large Gd absorption, the fits
are particularly sensitive to the magnetic configuration in the
bulk of the TbFe layer and at the TbFe/GdFe interface.
Keeping structural parameters constant and considering a
temperature variation of the TbFe and GdFe magnetization
consistent with the bulk, experimental data were remarkably

well fitted with �2 values less than 10. For our PNR investi-
gations, we focus on the 100 mT cooling field case.

Figures 2�a� and 2�b� show, respectively, the first and
third magnetization loops recorded at 15, 50, and 100 K,
after cooling in 100 mT. The first GdFe magnetization rever-
sal at HR1

1 =−8.5 mT is seen to be nearly independent of T. In
contrast, the second GdFe magnetization reversal at HR2

1 ,
along the ascending branch of the cycle depends on tempera-
ture. These differences lead to the evolution of HE

1 with tem-
perature shown in Fig. 1�a� and, finally, to very different HE

3

values for each temperature �Fig. 2�b��. PNR measurements
were first carried out at 15, 50, and 100 K �Fig. 3�a�� in a
field of +20 mT, in order to determine the initial magnetic
configuration of the bilayer immediately after cooling. As
illustrated in Fig. 3�b�, it is found independent of tempera-
ture. It consists of an interface domain wall, mainly located
in TbFe, with the interfacial TbFe magnetization oriented at

FIG. 1. �a� Temperature dependence of the exchange-bias fields of the first
hysteresis loop HE

1 �full squares� and third hysteresis loop HE
3 �open circles�

after cooling the sample in 100 mT. �b� Exchange-bias field of the
third hysteresis loop HE

3 as a function of temperature after cooling in
Hcf= +3 mT �full diamonds�, +50 mT �open triangles�, +100 mT �open
circles�, +200 mT �full triangles�, and +1.0 T �crosses�.

FIG. 2. �a� First and �b� third hysteresis loops measured after cooling the
GdFe/TbFe bilayer in Hcf= +100 mT from room temperature down to 15 K
�full squares�, 50 K �open circles�, and 100 K �crosses�.

FIG. 3. �a� PNR curves recorded in H= +20 mT after cooling the sample
from room temperature down to 100 K in +100 mT: �full green symbols�
before the first GdFe reversal and �open blue symbols� after cycling the
applied field three times between +20 and −20 mT. R−− and R+− �as R−+� are
offset from R++ by one and two orders of magnitude, respectively. The lines
are the corresponding fits. ��b� and �c�� Depth dependence of the magneti-
zation angle in H= +20 mT at 15 K �green triangles�, 50 K �blue circles�,
and 100 K �red squares�: �b� immediately after cooling in 100 mT and �c�
after three ±20 mT field cycles. The black line in �b� is the magnetic con-
figuration prior to cooling �T=300 K, H= +100 mT�.
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an angle of �TbFe
i =150° from the positive field direction.

GdFe for its part is magnetized uniformly along the positive
field direction. This configuration is identical to that formed
when applying 100 mT, prior to cooling �Fig. 3�b��, which
confirms that the magnetization distribution of TbFe
“freezes” as the temperature is reduced.7 HR1

1 is essentially
determined by the orientation of the TbFe magnetization at
the interface.8 This orientation ��TbFe

i � is independent of tem-
perature, so is HR1

1 . To understand why, unlike HR1
1 , the sec-

ond GdFe reversal field HR2
1 �Fig. 2�a�� and, subsequently,

HE
3 �Fig. 1� strongly vary with temperature, PNR measure-

ments were also performed after completion of the three
±20 mT field cycles. Figure 3�a� compares the reflectivity
coefficients �R++, R−−, R+−, and R−+� at 100 K before and
after cycling the applied field. Strong differences are clearly
visible between the two sets of data, which reveals that the
magnetic configuration in the bilayer has evolved. After cy-
cling, TbFe is now magnetized in a quasiuniform manner
along the positive field direction and an iDW is forced into
the GdFe layer to satisfy the interface antiferromagnetic ex-
change coupling �Fig. 3�c��. The TbFe magnetization origi-
nally oriented at �TbFe

i =150° now points at �TbFe
i =20°, which

is consistent with HE
3 = +8 mT being close to +HE

max.8 It is
clear in Fig. 3�c� that the new configuration formed after
field cycling depends on temperature, especially near the in-
terface, hence the variation of HE

3 with T. For the intermedi-
ate temperature of 50 K, the iDW is located in both the GdFe
and TbFe layers. The interface TbFe magnetization is almost
perpendicular to the field direction ��TbFe

i =80° �, which re-
sults in the small exchange-bias field of HE

3 = +1.5 mT.
Finally, at the lowest temperature of 15 K, no change in the
TbFe magnetization is seen, which agrees with HE

3 =HE
1

�Fig. 1�.
Our present results confirm that successive hysteresis

loops induce an irreversible evolution of a metastable iDW
that is created at the GdFe/TbFe interface during the field
cooling. This relaxation always tends to displace the iDW
from the hard layer to the soft layer in order to decrease the
total bilayer energy. Moreover, our results prove that the ex-
tent of the iDW displacement increases as T grows. The
training effect thus has a thermal activation, and this effect is
responsible for the transition of HE

3 from negative to positive
as the temperature increases for Hcf=50, 100, and 200 mT
�Fig. 1�b��. The continuous nature of these transitions is re-
markable and comes from the progressive translation of the
part of the iDW originally located in TbFe into the GdFe
layer. Moreover, the dependence of HE

3�T� on cooling field
�Fig. 1�b�� comes from the fact that, as Hcf increases, the
frozen iDW is increasingly more compressed11 and its stored
energy increases. Since the stability of the iDW has de-
creased, less thermal energy is required to reach the most
stable state corresponding to HE= +HE

max. Finally, the same

reasoning explains the two extreme regimes observed in Fig.
1�b�. In the first case of Hcf=3 mT, the energy stored in the
TbFe layer is minimum because its frozen magnetization is
uniformly antiparallel to the GdFe magnetization. Therefore,
no training occurs and the exchange-bias field is constant
�HE

1 =HE
3 =−HE

max� for all temperatures below TB. In the sec-
ond case of Hcf=1.0 T, the frozen iDW is so thin, i.e.,
�TbFe

i =0°, that the training effect leads to the most stable
state regardless of the temperature. Thus, HE

3 =HE
1 = +HE

max at
all temperatures.

In conclusion, we have studied the evolution of the
exchange-bias field of a hard/soft, TbFe/GdFd bilayer that
mimics antiferromagnetically coupled AF/FM systems. Over
a large range of cooling field, HE was found to vary continu-
ously from negative to positive as the temperature increases.
Polarized neutron reflectivity, combined with magnetization
measurements, proved that this feature is due to a tempera-
ture dependent training phenomenon. This effect originates
from the relaxation, i.e., progressive untwisting, of a frozen
interfacial domain wall located in the TbFe layer. The energy
of the iDW is highly sensitive to the interplay between cool-
ing field Hcf and temperature, and the relaxation of the iDW
can be continuously controlled as a result. Our results thus
reveal an efficient way to tune exchange-bias properties with
both Hcf and temperature.

The authors thank W.-C. Chen and D. Pierre for help
with the experiments and C. F. Majkrzak for helpful
discussions.
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